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Schiaparelli has  a new artis tic director. Image credit: Schiaparelli

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

French couture label Schiaparelli has named a new artistic director to succeed Bertrand Guyon, who exited the
house last week after four years.

Filling the role will be Daniel Roseberry, who will oversee the brand's collections, projects and image. Schiaparelli
believes Mr. Roseberry will infuse the label with an avant-garde perspective, similarly to house founder Elsa
Schiaparelli.

Avant-garde approach
Mr. Roseberry is an American who was born in Texas. The 33-year-old spent a decade working with Thom Browne,
heading up women's and men's collections at the New York-based label.
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"It  is my great honor and my joy to pick up where Mme. Schiaparelli left  off some 85 years ago. Schiaparelli was a
master of the modern; her work reflected the chaos and hope of the turbulent era in which she lived. Today, we
find ourselves asking similarly big, identity-shaping questions of our own: What does art look like? What is
identity? How do we dress for the end of the world?" @danielroseberry #instaSchiap

A post shared by Schiaparelli official (@schiaparelli) on Apr 23, 2019 at 6:59am PDT

Instagram post from Schiaparelli

"It is  my great honor and my joy to pick up where Mme. Schiaparelli left off some 85 years ago," Mr. Roseberry said
in a statement. "Schiaparelli was a master of the modern; her work reflected the chaos and hope of the turbulent era
in which she lived.

"Today, we find ourselves asking similarly big, identity-shaping questions of our own: What does art look like? What
is identity? How do we dress for the end of the world?" he said.

"Schiaparelli answered these questions with candor and humor, but one of her greatest legacies may be her
commitment to fantasy, her understanding that we need fantasy in complicated times. I want to offer my own
answers to these questions, and offer a fantasy a dream that feels relevant, and necessary, for today.

"It is  my privilege to collaborate with the astonishing talents of the atelier and in the traditions of haute couture to
carry the legend and myth of this storied house into the future."

Mr. Roseberry is joining Schiaparelli as is puts a greater focus on ready-to-wear.

Schiaparelli recently launched its first handbag design as part of the label's efforts to contemporize couture,
bringing its craftsmanship and codes to a new category.

Dubbed The Secret of Schiaparelli, the purse is part of Schiaparelli's  inaugural edition of its  Story concept, which
branches out to offer "prt--couture" pieces and accessories. Today, accessories are the bread and butter for many
luxury labels, but while many brands are taking a more accessible approach to handbags and leather goods,
Schiaparelli is  keeping its extension rooted in couture (see story).
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